SGRs/AXPs are assumed to be a class of neutron stars (NS) powered by magnetic energy and not by rotation, as normal radio pulsars. However, the recent discovery of radio-pulsed emission in four of this class of sources, where the spin-down rotational energy lostĖrot is larger than the X-ray luminosity L X during the quiescent state -as in normal pulsars -opens the question of the nature of these radio AXPs in comparison to the others of this class. In this work, we show that the radio AXPs obey a linear log-log relation between L X andĖrot, very similar to the one of normal X-ray pulsars, a correlation not seen for the others SGRs/AXPs. This result suggests a different nature between the radio AXPs comparing to the others SGRs/AXPs.
Introduction
Over the last decade, observational evidence has mounted that SGRs/AXPs belong to a particular class of pulsars.
1 They are understood in the framework of strongly magnetized neutron star, 2,3 but there are alternative scenarios, in particular the white dwarf (WD) pulsar model. [4] [5] [6] Recently, four over a total of about 20 SGRs/AXPs presented radio-pulsed emission. These radio AXPs showed several properties that make them different from the others SGRs/AXPs: loud radio (transient radio emission different of the radio pulsar emission), low quiescent X-ray luminosity L X (decreasing with time) that can be explained from the spin-down rotational energy lostĖ rot of a neutron star, as normal rotation-powered pulsar. As pointed out in Malheiro et al.,
4 the X-ray efficiency η X = L X /Ė rot for these radio AXPs, seems to be to small comparing to the others SGRs/AXPs when interpreted as magnetized white dwarfs. However, as neutron star pulsars these radio AXPs have η X ∼ (0.2 − 0.1), a little bit larger than the values of normal pulsars (where η X ∼ (0.3 − 0.4)). This can be understood due to their large magnetic dipole momentum m ∼ 10 32 emu, giving support for their neutron star interpretation. In this contribution, we suggest that the radio SGRs/AXPs are rotation-powered neutron star pulsars
, in contrast to the others that are rotation-powered magnetized white dwarfs. In our understanding the large steady X-ray luminosity seen for almost all the no-radio SGRs/AXPs, can be explained as coming from a large spin-down energy lost of a massive white dwarf with a much large magnetic dipole moment of 10 34 ≤ m ≤ 10 36 emu consistent with the range observed for isolated and very magnetic WDs (see 7 for discussions), indicating a different nature between these sources and the radio AXPs. These radio AXPs have large magnetic field and seem to be very similar to the high-B pulsars recently founded, 8 as already pointed out in Ref.
9 (see Fig. 1 -right panel of this contribution). However, we should emphasize that even if the radio AXPs are strong magnetized neutron stars, they are not magnetars in the sense that their steady luminosity is not originated by the magnetic energy, but from the rotational energy as normal pulsars.
Results and Discussions
Recently, Rea et al. (2012) 9 try to understand magnetar radio emissions from an phenomenological point of view. They proposed that magnetars are radio-loud if and only if their quiescent X-ray luminosities are smaller than their rotational energy loss rate (L X <Ė rot ). In Fig. 1 -left panel, we see a large steady X-ray luminosity (and almost constant as a function ofĖ rot ) for almost all the no-radio SGRs/AXPs (black circle points -highĖ rot and high L X ), indicating a different nature among these sources and the radio AXPs (green square points -highĖ rot and low L X ). These radio AXPs are ordinary pulsars, in line with their steady X-ray luminosity that can be well explained within the neutron star model (see Fig. 1 -left panel) , and with magnetic fields close to the ones of high-B pulsars (see Fig. 1 -right panel) . We show that the radio AXPs obey a linear log-log relation between L X andĖ rot , log L X = log(5.9 × 10 4 ) + 0.814 logĖ rot , very similar to the one satisfied by X-ray and gamma-ray neutron star pulsars, 10-14 suggesting their neutron star nature. In contrast, for almost all the others SGRs/AXPs, log L X does not vary too much as function of logĖ rot , a phenomenology not shared by X-ray neutron star pulsars, supporting a different nature for these sources. X-ray luminosity L X versus the loss of rotational energyĖrot for the four AXPs that show radio-pulsed emission, together with some high-B pulsars. A linear log − log relation between L X andĖrot is found for the radio AXPs, L X ∝Ė 0.81403 (green dashed-line), very similar to the X-ray NS pulsar line of Becker & Trümper. 10 
